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University of Central Florida/Orlando
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Did Reagan plan work?
States not picking up slack in federal student aid

•
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

..
•

The Reagan administration
roared into power eight years
ago with a daring college funding idea:
lf the federal government
cut the amount of money it
dedi_cated to higher education,
state governments would take
up the slack.
· Now, as many state legislatures are drawing up their last
college budget
measures of the Reagan era,
some of the nation~s education
moriey watchers say they
aren't sure the theory worked.
While still critical of"the
idea, the money watchers say
that, on the average, state
funding of higher education
has probably stayed "about the
same" during- the era while

federal support - especially 30· percent of the cost.
Tuition nationwide, the
direct grants to colleges, Iibraries and students ....:_ American Council on Education estimated in January, has
dropped.
State aid to students, at gone up an average of 40 perleast, buys about as much cql- cent since the beginning of the
·
lege as it did in 1980, estimates decade.
"Many states have used tuiGwen Pruyne, managing editor of The Grapevine, an Illi- -tion increases or other means
nois State University newslet- that force the student to bear
ter that tracks state higher ed the cost of higher education,"
appropriations around " the added Brenda Erickson of the
country.
National Conference on State
But students, not states, Legislatures, which monitors
generally have had to pay for the nation's state governit.
ments.
"Many states," she re"States get money from legislation or from tuition," she ported, "are not in a position to
noted. "Many states have in- help (state colleges) as much
as they'd like to."
creased tuition."
Erickson, however, does
While at the era's start an
· in-state student's tuition typi- believe the Reagan adminicallymighthavecoveredl0-15 stration has succeeded in
percent of the cost of actually shifting the burden of funding
educating the student, now in
SEE AID PAGE 3
some states it must cover 20 to

Student's special truck
burns in UCF parking lot
.

'

-

ing this," said Johnson.
She said when General told her about her
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
pickup, "I felt like a dish rag fixing to fall on the
,
floor. My legs got real weak, and I felt pale."
General took Johnson to the parking lot in
Jeanette Johnson was not expecting to find
out her pickup truck was on fire when office,. front of the administration building where the
Dawn General ·approached her at the end of blue pickup had burned. There, an Orange
Johnson's Wednesday night class, three days county fire engine, two UCF police cars and
before spring break. ·
several onlookers stood near the burnt vehicle.
Only the engine had burned, and Johnson
General said it was difficult for her to tell
Johnson, a nursing major. "I just had to tell her said she did not notice anything wrong with it
that her car had burned," General said. "No one when she parked the pickup at about 6:15. A
little after 7 p.m., officer Hugh Carpenter was
want,s to hear that, especially in class."
General first asked Johnson if she owned the dispatched to the scene and the fire department
·
1984 pickup. "I was expecting her (General) to was contacted.
tell me I was parked in the wrong place or
SEE CAR PAGE 7
someone broke into my ·car, out I wasn't expect-

by Scott Broden

•

Spring Break riots dampen spirits in Calif. .
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Tempers and efforts to show off,
apparently raised to explosive levels by
intense heat, led to the second major
riots of the college spring break season
the last weekend of March.
Palm Springs, Calif., police arrested
75 people and issued citations to 200
others dntlng a weekend of sporadic
fight~g and· public drunkenness

among the 50,000 students vacationing in town.
"When you have alcohol involved,"
said · police Officer Karen Holtz,
"mouths start getting bigger, and guys
start thinking they're tougher than
they are."
·
Holtz said the mixture ofl 00-degree
heat and alcohol contributed to the
disturbances.
Aweek earlier, students on break in
Port Aransas, Texas, rioted for 4 hours,
dispersing only after 7 people were

injured, police bombed the crowd with
tear gas, and 8 people were arrested.
Holtz said the troubles in Palm
Springs - where in i 986 hundreds of
students ran wild, vandalized property, threw rocks, assaulted female
passersby and briefly took over the
central busi~ess district before police ·
moved in to arrest 708 people and issue
4,943 citations-:- were "nothing out of
hand."
After the 1986 riots, Palm Springs
and Fort Lauderdale. in Florida

dropped their efforts to attract students for spring break. Only Jamaica,
the Gulf Coast of Texas, Daytona
Beach and a handful of other Florida
cities now actively try to lur e students
to th~ir beaches.
Mexico reportedly also is considering discouraging
American collegians from vacationing
in traditional places like Mazatlan,
Nogales and Rocky Point.
"There
aren't very good feelings in Mexico
SEE DRUNKS PAGE 4
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Check out Paul
Owers.' column on the
baseball team's progress in the first half of the
season. Plus, a feature
by writer Chris Brady on
pitcher Jay Scott.

• Look for yet another
letter on the UCF homosexuql issue. Also, Andy
Campanaro
writes
about the university's
reliance on adjunct professors.
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In case of rain the concert will
be held in the Student Center
Auditorium.
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•LITERARY AWARD
McDonalds, in association
with the Negro Ensemble
Company, announces the Literary Achievement Awards for
writing on the black experience in America. This is designed to offer developing writers a chance to compete-for
literary awards irr poetry, fiction and playwriting.
Winners in each category
will receive an honorarium of
$2000, a trip to New York to
participate in a celebrity reading of their work and a literary
r.eception.
For fiction, submit up to 50
pages of a long work or two
short works along with a biographical statement including
a list of any publications, if
any, that your work has appeared.
Poetry should not be more
than 20 pages and should be
accompanied by a biographical
sketch and a list of .Publications, if any, in which your
work has appeared.
For playwriting, submit one
copy of at least 20 pages in
length, accompanied by. a bio-

graphical statem~nt, including a list of all productions and
places.
.
The deadline for entries is
June 1, 1988. Send your name,
address and phone number to:
The Negro Ensemble Company, Literary Achievement
Awards, P.O. Box 7788, Times
Square Station, N~w York,
N.Y., 10108.
_

attend.Nominations for officer
positions will be open until
elections on April 7.

• BLACK STUDENTS
$5,000 in grants is being
offered by the State University
System for new and continuing black graduate students.
The · awards are designed to
encourage and support black
graduate students enrolling in
disciplines with low minority
representation.
Selections by a UCF
committee and state-level-.
committee will be based on
academic background, program of graduate study, and
career goals.
Applicants should see their
department's graduate coordinator or the Office of Equal
Opportunity and Affirmative
Action Programs in' the Adm.
Bld. 329.
Applications are due by 5·
p.m. on April 8th.

librarians asked thirty faculty, staff members and students to name their favorite
book titlesfor the exhibit. The
books will .remain on display
throughout the month of April.

• SCHOLARSHIPS
Available scholarships for
female students who are residents of Sarasota County.
• MINORITY STUDENTS
Must be a junior or senior
The College of Education
majoring in education or child
has mentoring office for minordevelopment. Award will be
ity students. For more infor$750.00 a year. Contact Finan,mation please contact Rosita
cial Aid for applications before
'Biggins in room 153 between
•MATH STUDENTS
This is the last call for Pi Mu April 15,1988. Must complete
the hours of 4:00 and 7:00 p.m.
Epsilon. If you have a 3.0 GPA a 300-500·word essay.
on Mon.- Thurs., or call 2752048.
and a 3.2 GPA in your .math
classes, you may qualify for · • FOUNDERS DAY
membership in the national
The University of Central
• SCHOLARSHIP
math honorary, Pi Mu Epsilon. Florida will be hosting a
College Park Business and
You should have completed Founders Day Ground breakProfessional Women's Club of
the calculus sequence- and ing ceremony on April 5th in
Orlando has available scholhave additional course work celebration of UCF's 25th
arships for female students
beyond calculus. Please stop Anniversary. Students are
majoring in accounting. Stuby the Math Department for advised that parking lot 8 will
dent must have high GPA and
an application. For more infor- be reserved for guest parking
good academic record.
mation call 275-2585.
To apply we need an applifor this event. The lot will be • BOOKS DISPLAYEO
What is your favorite book? cation, 2 letter~ of reference,
closed at midnight, April 4th,
and reopened for student To celebrate National Library and a brief biographical
• REPUBLICANS
The College Republicans parking at 4 p.m. on April 5th. Week (April 1 7-23), the favor- sketch. Completed applicawill be meeting today at 5:00 . Student cooperation is re- ite Qooks of thirty ·campus tions must be turned in to Will
· pm in AD149. Anyone inter- quested. For further informa- "celebrities" are currently on Shaffner by April 15th, 1988.
Contact the Financial Aid
ested in attending the State tion contact: Beverly Lassiter 'display in the lobby of the
University Library. RE~ference for applications.
Convention
needs
to (281-5495).

AID
FROM PAGE l
state colleges from the federal government to the
states, and that most states "are keeping even" in
their funding.But wti.nting states to assum~ part of
the federal role, argues Jerry Roschwalb of the Na-

tional Association of State Colleges and Land-Grant
Universities, is "a myopic view" in the first place.
What happens, he asks, when a state pays for educating people who leave the state after gradu~tion?
When it comes to "picking up the tab for national
medical research done in the local medical school," he
contended, "there's no reason why the people of (any
one state) should be taxed to support it."

Some states, he added, have had to increase their
aid to students even though they already lose money
by giving the students low in-state tuition.
Still, many state colleges have learned to be more
efficient during the era. They raise money by forging
lucrative partnerships with local businesses, by
mounting ongoing and sophisticated fundraising
campaigns and even by ~icensing their logos.

The Central Florida Future
I

..

is looking for:
editors, production ·assistants, sports
reporters, news repOrters and feature writers
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FLOWER
FROM PAGE 1
One student said, "I just
know they're going to secretly
plant flowers in that painted
25. I'll bet they're going to do it
over spring break so nobody
will have time to protest." ·

· "See what happens when
people start talking about
things they don't really know
the facts about. Students tend
to jump to conclusions." said
McFall.
"We were jus.t trying to take
a picture for a booklet cover,
not trying to cause trouble for
students," explained McFall.

DRUNKS

Nogales and Mazatlan pohave imprisoned rowdy
lice
FROM PAGE 1
U.S. students in recent years 1
Andreas said.
about young Americans," said
In early March, moreov~r,
University of Arizona De.a n of an Arizona State University
Students Rosalind Andreas, student was killed when he fell
who added students "are be- off the top of a train carrying a
having as if they don't have to group of students to Mazatlan.
be responsible for their acIn Daytona Beach - by far
tions."
now the most popular spring
Andreas's office, hoping to break locale, this year bring-·
prevent .students from offend- ing an estimated 500,000 stuing their hosts, in late Febru- dents to town - six pe·ople
ary published a list of trip have died this season.
guidelines advising students
The fatalities occurred
they don't have the same when vacationers, reportedly
rights in Mexico as they do at drinking, fell from hotel balcohome.
nies.

WHO'S GOT THE
MOST SPIRIT?
.

.

Get in on the Spirit Chain Contest! For 20¢ you
can buy a link in your group's chain. Then at the
UCF vs. USF baseball game on April 13 your
_group's chain will be stretched out alongside
everyone else's to see who at UCF has the most
spirit. Stop by the Spirit Chain table in the courtyard next to the Student Center cafeteria this
week between 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.

I!dtcbe».
x.

•

j

(407) 679-1838
Authentic Chinese Eatery
(C:afeteria Style)
Open Six Days A Week
•Dine-In, Take-out
•Party C:atering
. Opening Hours • 11:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
Visit Us

To

Discover

Suncrest Village Shopping Center
10169 University Boulevard
(at Dean Road) • Orlando, Florida 32817
For · Deliv~ry,

Please Call FOOD EXPRESS at
(407) 830-1144

.
Proceeds go to
the Alzheimer Resource Center of Winter Park

I

The Florida State University and
The Florida Department of Law Enforcement Announces... i!~

2 Year Graduate Internships
In Public Administration

;j;

:;

A salary of $9,800.00 per year, plus benefits.
Course load 9-12 hours pet semester, 20 hours per week
(flextime) on the job.
Applicant must be a Florida resident and hold a Bachelor's
degree and have either a 3 .0 GPA or 1000 score on GRE.
For fall semester, please contact Carlene Thornton by April ·
11, 1988.

;,i.:;

Ms. Carlene Thornton
Department of Public Administration
Florida State University
614 Bellamy Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32306
Phone: 904-644-3525

United
Pa· r c e I
Service

•

I

*

I
•
•

Part-Time Positions Available

•

· AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

:.............. ...... . .. ~ .. . ....... ....... .... . .. ..... ···· ·· ····· ·· ···•·• . .. ..... .. ... ... . ······" ······· ···"· ········ •.••.•......•....A:

United Parcel Service will ·
be accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
Excellent Pay - $8.00 an hour.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30
p.m. or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

4TH ANNuAL SPRING

·DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS

TM

Tou·R N.AMEN.T
9rn:, 1988
SATURDAY • 8:00 A.M.
APRIL

AT PORTABLE-CLASSROOMS
MFJIT AT PC 2-105

UCF STUDENTS FREE

PC 2 & 3

Please sign up for an interview in
the Career Resource Center,
ADM Suite 124.
•

•,

•

•

....

j

UPS is an equal .o pportunity employer.

NoN-UCF STUDENTS $5.00

•
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Student bodies
getting older
Aslanian added that, while
most colleges have started
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
campaigns to recruit <?Ider stu, The nation's college student dents to compensate for the
body has gotten older ,
declining numbers of 18-ye~r
faster 'than anyone realized, a olds in the population, many
still-unpublished.report circu- haven't installed programs
lated at a national higher edu- hat serve the older students
cation conference
yet.
last week contended.
While Aslanian wouldn't
Forty-five percent of the comment on the report, which .
people now enrolled in college is not officially released yet, it
are older than the .age of25, the caused a big stir at the Amerireport by the College Board can College Personnel Assosaid. "Non traditional" stu- ciation convention in Miami.
dents may make up 50 percent Most seemed to agree with the
of U.S. college enrollment by report's conclusions that cam1998, the report predicted.
R~port author Carol B.
SEE OLDER PAGE 7
Stoff Report

Presents ...

•

The All New Thursday Night

EE

•

•

BA - H

Featuring all you care to drink
J3ud~ 'Wine Coolers or Soda froin
SPMto lAM
PAY ONCE AT THE DOOR AND ·
PAY NO MORE!?!!
(FREE COFI!EE & SODA TO DESIGNATED DRIVERS)

:~------------~-------~
Special Coupon ·. .:
:
I

$1.00 OFF cover with this p~ss
Good every Thursday at the

1

!~~E
r.; E'».Ii.'-A\-"1BmA' S~H' !
I

8

:

D -I : ,

f

1l

... ' :

_.:.. _

l

I

L--------------------~

Need insurance for your
home, car, life, boat or RV?
.1,.1~.,r;'~··"·ta..., •.•

~<fe

/

~of;4'

{

~\ oo0yeOs
A ~\e·
....

.....

Jean Huber
Jacqueline Bailey
89 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Oviedo, FL 32765
(305) 366-1189

IBM ON CAMPUS
IBM Personal System/2.

Th~

next generation in personal computing is here.

Wednesday, April 6
9am-3pm
On the Green, near the Kiosk
*Demonstrations
*Goodies

II® 1-ebl

U

a!ml!!!!!~~1.1.!!!i!!~~~~~e~!!l~~~~1.~!!!!~
.
With increased speed and storage,
these powerful computers can handle
almost any size job. From the office to the
classroom to your home. ,
UIJJ:JllWllllJllll
IUllllJlllUJllJllll
Whether you need a single standalone system or a network of computers, the IBM® Personal System/2™ offers you the right performance at the right price.
Come in today and find out what the future has to offer.

40% discounts
Financing available for qualified
students at the UCF Credit Union

\

Call us!.
We have the right coverage
for all your needs.

Allstate®

Allstate Insurance Company
Allstate Life Insurance Company
Northbrook, Illinois
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RTV students learn about bus·iness from ·TV anchors
• "The radio-TV news bu!)iness is an extremely com- ownership. "This is why we are finally going places"
petitive
industry. If you want to get a job on the air comments Rondinaro. "F-or so long Channel 2 has
NEWS EDITOR
you need to get plenty of experience in writing," he been regarded as the 'toilet' of Orlando television
said. "Rondinaro also urges studen ts to "get out there stations" says Rondinaro. Both Rondinaro and CouOn March 23.,. Keith Fowles' Broadcast Manage- and grab any ch~ce they ·have at an internship." driet say all the employees and management of the
ment class had the unique opportunity to meet Rondinaro says "if the opportunity of an intern station are working hard to change this image.
Channel 2 is now under new management. "Steve
· WESH news anchors Steve Rondinaro and Andrea program arises don't-think twice, take it."
Coudriet.Rondinaro .and Coudriet work together in · Coudriet has been with Channel 2 for six years. "I Ramsey, vice president of Channel 2 is making many
the 6and11 o'clock eve- was a night reporter when I was first hired," she said. new changes," says Coudriet.
bringing the Orlando
Rondinaro says "Steve Ramsey is like a football
ning news. Ken Garbee, communications major said, "Channel 2 started me at $15,000 a year." Coudriet
player around the news room. He's always fired up
"It was pretty cool to see the two of them in person. said "that's not much, but it'·s a start.
They actually·look as 'fresh' in person as they do on
Coudriet, who· majored in political science at and ready to motivate everyone. We call him Ramseytelevision." Garbee also found the duo "very persqn- Michigan State University, also had a word of advice Rambo."
for communications majors.
Coudriet says "Ramsey and our news direl:tor are
able" during the hour they spent in Fowles' class.
Rondinaro and Coudriet started oµt the hour tellCoudriet says, "Ifyou have the opportunity to hang . solely concerned with becoming No. 1 and doesn't
ing Fowles' class how they got start in the news around a news room and possibly work for free, then care what it takes."
Before the hour ended Rondinaro and Coudriet
anchor business. Rondinaro began his career at age do so. Get all the experience you .can get."
Channel 2, which has been the No. 2 news station commented on how great they feel about their sta15. By age 25 he was anchoring the 6 p.m. news in
Miami. Rondinaro, who has won three Emmys in in the Orlando area is working hard at becoming No. tion. "We're having an exciting time knowing we're
· 1. Channel 2 has recently undergone a change in No. 2 and on our way to becoming No. 1."
writing, offered a bit of advice to the students.

by Jeannene Bumham

area

12247 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD

282
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-
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Monday - Friday: 11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
Saturday:

4 P.M. - 2 A.M.

THIS IS YOUR
SCHOOL.

THIS IS YOUR
GET THE PITCHER?
BRAIN ON SCHOOL.

Leadership,
Success and
values
For the L.E.A.D.
TEAM. Public is
invited to·share.
Tuesday April 5
1:00 P.M.

S.A.C .
.·
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L!VE SHOW BANDS
APPEARING TUE.· SAT.

•
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CAR

out.
don't know what I'm going to
"We
tried
the
slimjim
(used
do. I'm just totally messed up.
FROM PAGE 1
to unlock cars), but that I'll have to call my parents." ·
wouldn't work," Brown said.
Johnson had calmed down
"So we had to bust a window to after she had called her par"I looked to see where most get under the engine."
ents from the police station. "I
of the flames were concenThe ~re was completely put just moved in with my cousin
trated," Carpenter said about out by the time the fire engine (in Lake Mary), and so I'll be
his arrival. "They were on the arrived at 7:16. A TV news using her car."
right front under the hood."
team also showed up a little
Johnson had owned her
Carpenter then grabbed a after that but left when they pickup for two years and still
fire extinguisher out of his car found out they were too late for has two years left of payments.
and "I stuck It under the fender the fire.
She ·said, "I'm going"to get it ·
wheel above the fire to put it
One curious onlooker, Char- towed into the insurance comles Hagen, an aerospace engi- pany and tell them to do what
out.
"I was just hoping the bat- neering major, rigged up a they want with it."
tery wouldn't explode on me. homemade flashlight (a car
Johnson said she hopes she
I've heard about them explod- light wired topiecesofwood)to can get a new paint job for the
ing, and I understand it goes his car's battery so he could pickup truck, which is anall over."
look at the damage done to the chored by two decals of horse.
heads on the doors, four conOfficer Doug Brown said a engine.
"lt looks like the AC system federate flag decals and a front
much more serious fire could
have erupted if it had not been (air conditioner) fried," said confederate flag plate.
put out when it was. "If it had Hagen, who then offered to . "Everywhere I went, the one
·been left for 'another two or give a distraught Johnson a thing I always got complithree minutes, it might have ride home.
ments for was for my truck,"
gotten to the fuel line," said
Johnson, who declined the Johnson said with a southern
Brown.
offer, had to go with the police drawl
Brown added that an elec- to file a report and phone her
"I did a lot of hunting and
.
fishing, so the truck came in
trical short caused the fire. parents.
Before getting into·the po- handy, and the part of Lake
The officers had to break the
driver's side window to make lice car, she $aid with a tear Mary where I come from, they
sure the fire was completely coming down -her cheek, "I call us rednecks."

OLDER
FROM PAGES
pus orientation programs,
geared to 18-y.ear-olds, generally don't address the needs of
older students, who in some
cases are never invited to orientation.
C o 11 e g ~ s ,
moreover, have found they're
attracting different type of
nontraditional student ,tP.an
t4ey had expected.
·
Though most schools aimed
to enroll "suburban housewives" who had money ·
to spend, the nont~aditional
students actually registering
for classes often are pqorer
women aiming to train themselves for clerical jobs.
The schools, said Adrienne
Aaron Rulnick of Berkshire
Community College in Massachusetts, "didn't expect (welfare) mothers or a student who
wanted to be a secretary."

a

re.

Maket e.

Before flying Virgin, these typical collegiate-types thought travelling to
London was about as exciting as taking an 8 a.m. Trig exam with a hangover.
After flying with us, they were as happy as three rock stars on a world tour.
You'll feel the' same way. Once you've flown on our roomy 747s. And
experienced our great movies, music videos, BBC ·comedy shows, 8 different music
programs, and all our other award-winning in-flight entertainment. All coming at
you through a pair of serious electronic heads'ets.
Still not satisfied? How about a nice hot .meal. In fact, a choice of
3 nice hot meals.
Th~t's right, it's airplane food. With one major difference. It's actually edible.
l.t's also followed by tea and pastries later on.
So you can munch out while you do a little extra studying. (Yeah, right!)
Want even more? Then let us remind you of our fares. As low as $219*
from Newark. $249* from Miami.
Now w I:iat do you think?
Great. Then see your travel agent. Or call us at 1-800-862-8621.
Hey, if we could please these sourpusses, pleasing you
will be a breeze.

\irgin AtlanticAirways.747STo Loildon
.

Take us for all we've got.

*One way Late Saver Fare. Fees and taxes not included. Bookable within 7 days of departure and must be ticlteted upon booking.
Non-refundable. Valid in New York April I-June 30. In Miami, April I-May 3l.

respo~sible

choice.
Drinking and getting behind the wheel risks your
life and the lives of others
on the road. Driving in
Florida is a privilege, not a
right. Enjoy it responsibly.

Sponsored by Yellow Cab Company,
~
AMemberof
Mears Transpo~tion Group

8, TI:e Central FIOrid~ FutU;~~ Apftl 5, 19~

Celebratin6 20 Yea rs of Service
1968-88

STUT·LER

&

WOLF

Provide representation for students to faculty, administration and local and state legislators.
2. · Increase awareness: Many Clubs, Organizations and Individuals are unaware of what types
of benefits are available through '!lctivity and service fee monies.
3.
Captal Pl:"ojects: Students at the University
of Central Florida feel that a student union building, housing and parking are all priorities. Lobbying must continue for these long term capital
DENVER J. STUTLER, Jr. improvements at the local and state level.
R 0 S _S

QUALIFICATIONS
1. Served in Student Government as Attorney General, Executive Advisor
and Justice.
- 2. Vice President of his Fraternity.
3. Served as President and Treasurer of

A. W 0 L F
QUALIFICATIONS

= ================ 1. Attorney General of Student Govern-

ment.
2. President Pro Tempore of 19th_Student
Senate.
3. Registered Lobbyist for Higher Education in Tallahassee and Washington,
D.C.
4. Member of Orientation Team.
5. Member of Omicron Delta Kappa,
~adership/Scholarship Fraternity.

5. Chairman Joint Com_1cil of Engineering Student Societies.

. WENDRZYK . &

PORTER

Effective and competent expenditure of the
students' 1.4 Million Dollars.
2.
Implement a 24-hour campus activity hotline.
3.
Maintain support for housing, parking and a
student tµlion.

DASH WENDRZYK

JOHN

QUALIFICATIONS

QUALIFICATIONS

1. Currently, SenateProTemporeofthe
20th Student Senate.
2. Served as Academic Peer Advisor.
3. Member of Student Union Planning
Board.
4. Chainnall'of Activity & Service Fee
Budgeting Committee.
5.Chairqian-of the Year.

1. Chairman of Clubs & ·Organizations
Committee.
2. Faculty Senate Liason.
3. Served ·on Homecoming Concert
Planning Committee._
4. Member of Activity & Service Fee
Committee.
5. Spol?-sored legislation a~tacking the
parking problem.

,·

PORTER
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Mayor's job prog~a~
a good idea we
cou·l d use more of

-;a,-~~</tJ~
'!11ffF'c~
v

We've got to hand it.to Orlando Mayor Bill Frederick, because he's trying to hand out opportunity to the
younger people in Central Florida.
Frederick' told nearly 500 business representatives gathered for a luncheon last Thursday that his
goal foi: this summer would be to provide a job to every
eligible youth who ·applies for his summer jobs pro-

grie~ true that it's not that difficult to get a job in
Florida these days. The figure on unemployment for
the nation last month sat at 5.6 p_e rcent, while
Florida's fell under that mark by <?harting only 4.9
percent, its second-lowest point since December
1973.
.
Many economists consider a jobless rate of less
than 5 ·percent to be full employment fot the state.
However, economists also note that the low unemployment rate has been achieved not through a
growthinjobs but rather a decrease in the size of the
labor force.
·
' That force will increase this sumrµer, when students from high schools and colleges start searching
for summer jobs, and that's where the mayor comes
in. When he launched the Mayor's Youth Employment Program back in 1981, there were 16 employers
who hired 50 kids. But time has improved things.
Last year's totals read 188 employers and 631 youths
with summer jobs.
Moreover, the program helps youths learn about
interviews and other job-related techniques. Do you
remember looking for your first job, be it during the
summer or otherwise? You may have had some ad·vice from y our parents, but basically you were learning the job-hunting ropes as you went along. It was
tough , and this was just so that you could flip ham-.
burgers or bag groceries.
Frederick's prog'J'am starts with ~Super Saturdays" on May 7 and June 4, when company representatives will interview youths at the Expo Center. The
youths, who will attend morning sessions that will
give tips on how to get jobs, must be 16 to 21 years old,
live in Orange County, and be unemployed but willing to learn skills.
Frederick has also created the Mayor's Commission on Youth Opportunity. The commission will
study successful youth-help programs in Boston and
Rochester, N.Y. He's hoping that some day the
Orlando program will guarantee youths who stick
with it either a college education or else vocational
training to provide youths a "dignifi.ed employment
opportunity."
Frederick told The Orlando Sentinel: "What we
should be saying to these young people is that we are
going to make it our business to show them the kind
of opportunJty this community is generating. We are
going to make· it our business to have them look_
through some windows they've never gazed through
before."
What it breaks down to is this: Somewhere in
Orlando a teenager whose life might have been street
fights and drugs now has a chance to become a
productive person with a future that doesn't have one
foot already "in the grave.
Mayo!" Bill Frederick is providing the opportunity.
Let's hope Central Florida teens grab the golden
goose.
1f:The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
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Adjuncts: To be or not to be
ad• jun ct n. 1. a thing added to someNllng else, but
secondary or not essential. - Webster's New World
Dictionary of the American Language, 1964.

lilllllllllll

Many an administrator will wince at this dictio_nary definition of the noun "adjunct," which has
become applicable to some one-half of our teaching
staff at institutions of higher learning in Central
Florida.
until he dies or is found incompetent. In other words,
Surely, no one wants to be considered "secondary" earning a M.A., M.S., or Ph.p. and living in tl?-e
or "not essential," but the manner in which adjunct Orlando area, one is almost guaranteed that one will
personnel are treated, paid and used makes the never be a full-time, tenured or "valued" professor at
above-quoted definition fairly applicable to these UCF.
teaching professionals.
Originally, adjuncts were to supplement department personnel with part-time people who could
Consider:
•adjunct personnel receive no "fringe" benefits. handle lower-level required works and free the more
That is, they accrue no vacation, sick leave, retire- expensive full-time faculty for teaching higher-level
ment, and they pay their own expenses, including and graduate courses.
medical pay. They earn no tenure and serve at the
I return now to the beginning definition of "adwill of the department chairman or a committee..
junct": Secondary or not essential."
•adjunct personnel mostly ~ave equal O! supenor
Blame might be assigned to UCF administrators,
credential compared to the assistant, associate or full but I sugges~ the blame, as William Shake~peare
professors within a department, yet are paid a flat fee said, "is not in the stars... but 'tis in ourselves." Year
- about $600 for a three-hour course at one local after year after budget year, humanities'· departcommunity college to more than twice that for a ments' budgets are chopped and sliced, while "rethree-hour course at UCF. They are usually limited - searc~-science~ and engi~eerin~ projects ~as wel~ as
to two courses apiece, although departments "wink" athletics) receive concomitant mcreases m momes.
at some who teach four courses; many teach two What we are producing is a world in which those who
courses at UCF, then teach two more courses at a can afford computer-driven cars, offices and homes
nearby community college to put bread on the table. will prosper, and those ·who want to work within
Once a position is filled within a college depart- sociology, psychology, education or the liberal arts
ment by a tenured prv(essor, th~t individual is al- (humanities), wjll be so poorly paid they will barely
lowed~ through accredited tenure policy, to stay there
be able to make a -living.

• BELIEF AND TRUST

.,

•

•

•

ture, one finds the Lord Jesus ac- will say to Me on that day, 'Lord, •
cepting all people where they are Lord, did we not prophesy in Your
Editor:
but on His terms, not theirs. The name, and in Your name cast out
Referencing your letters col- people ofJesus' day were unwilling demons, and in Your name perumn, Thursday, March 17, 1988, to accept Jesus' terms. Why do you form many miracles?' and then I •
the letter ,u nder the caption think they killed him? Those who will declare to them, 'I never knew
WHAT KIND OF CHRISTIAN?
are actually tru~ting the Lord J e- you; depart from Me, you who
I wish to support Dwight sus will follow His example and practice lawlessness."
Sutton's statement that "gay accept and help people where they
Please be aware I am not your •
Christian is ·a contradiction of are but on the same terms that judge in this, I am only quoting
terms" and also support part ofTh- Jesus used. People who were un- the one whom those who consider
eresa M. Bergin's comment that willing to accept Jesus' terms then themselves Christian say that
"being gay does not preclude belief are no different than those who are , they believe. He is also the one ~
in Christ."
unwilling to accept Jesus' terms who said something about a house
I suppose that this position in today. ,
built on a sand foundation being
itself seems contradictory, but it
like a person who does not obey
. isn't. Being ~ay does not preclude
In our culture it is easy to go His words. Unfortunately, many •
beliefin Chnst, but beliefin Christ through the motions of holding to today only intellectually acknowldoes preclude the continuing prac- the exterior form of Christianity, edge that the teachings or that
tice of homosexuality or any other accepting people for wh?-t'they are certain teachings of Jesus are
form of .immortality contrary to and in doing so successfully de- good but in reality do not believe ethe teachings of the Lord Jesus. ceive people into thinking they are (trust) Jesus or His teachings
This statement is based on the Christian. As people do this, they · enough to incorporate them as
premise that your actions demon- will be well liked by all except, their life-gov,erning philosop~y. ,
strate the object of and your level possibly, the one who is quoted as Should I ask, on what foundation
of belief.
having made this statement: "Not are you actually building your
I know of no scripture that says every one who says to Me 'Lord, life?
that we are to love and accept oth- Lord' will enter the kingdom of
ers for what they are. If one takes heaven; but he who does the will of
Alan R. Alspaugh •
time and effort to look at the Scrip- My Father, who is in heaven. Many
Engineering Technology
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CAMPUS LITE

•NtCE-TIMING''

by Scott
This is a professor...
A professor gets in front of a class and ·
talks about generally uninteresting
stuff. This is called a lecture

This is a notebook and pencil ...
With these tools, you write down the
important things from the lecture by the
professor. These are called notea.

NEW

HIGHE[( RATE
FOR SLOWfR
PELtVERY

This is the library ...
Here is where you read the notes on the
lecture by the professor. This is called
studying.

~~o~~
lJ.S. POSTAL'tSER'llct''
,.

This is a Scan-Tron ...
It is used to record your answers to
questions based on what you studied in
your notes from the lecture by the
professor. This is called a test

y,~

~ ·~

.

This is a grade ...
It is a percentage of correct answers
from the test based on what you
. studied in your notes on the lecture .by
the professor.
This is called Biting The Big One.

FOOD, HEALTH, AND BEHAVIOR
PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

• "TELL ME WHAT YOU EAT, I'LL TELL YOU WHAT YOU ARE."
• "YOUR PERSONALITY IS AFFECTED BY THE FOOD YOU EAT."
• "HOW TO LIVE A LONG, HAPPY LIFE THROUGH NUTRillON."

281•5841

A presentation featuring Ahmad.H. -Sakr, Ph.D
Prefessor of Nutritional Biochemistry, Chicago, Ill;

~

•

One of the outstanding educators in his field today, Dr.
Sakr' s credentials include work at several universities,
.medical institutions, and the United Nations, lecture and
tr~vel in over 20 countries, articles and books ranging
.
from "Food and Overpopulation" to "Honey: A Food

.

And A Medicine," and numerous radio and TV appear-

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6

at

·~ I a:~d~:i:~;S

2 P.M.

At the STUDENT ·CENTEI{AUDITORIUM
(Wild Pizza)
*·free of charge, refreshments to be served
FOR FURTHE& INFORMATION:
Muslim Student Association 275-9151
UCF Wellness Center
281-5841
UCF College of Health
275-2406
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Kappa Delta
Welcome bock KD'sl Hope you al had a
great break! Don't forget this Is Derby
Week and we just love those Sigma Chi
menl Grab those Derbies! This Sat. Is KD
State Day . That trip will be a blast so get
psyched! Sun. ls Rush Workshop be there.
Remember to keep those grades up study
study studyl Smile this semester Is almost
overll
Delta Gamma
Welcome back everyone!! HEY I:Xll We
are psyched for DerbV Week, so hold onto
your hafsl I We love our Derby Darling
candidate, Kimi!

Available, beautiful 1 bd-1 bth & 2bd-2
bth apartments at Forest Highlands Apts.
Call 282-5657 foe Information.
Tuscawllla: 2 bedroom townhouse. Lots of
extras. lb min. from campus. $425 per mo.
Call 695-6289.
For rent. near UCF, 3 bdrms, 2 baths, duplex, swimming pool and sauna. $490 per
month. 250 deposit, get l /2 off first monthl
Call Mike 26o-86 l 8.
l bdrm/l bath Apt. I need someone to
take over lease. It ends In Sept. I will pay
the first month with or without furniture If
you move In Immediately. Call Tracy at
933-0899.
Large. very clean 1 bedroom apartment-pool. $360.00 month
671-1105 (evenlngs)or774-6771.

Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attenflon ·an RTV, film, journalism, and
communication majors! Gain experience
by joining the national broadcasting society. Meetings on Tuesday 5:00 Leaming
Resources Lecture Room.

Baplllt Campus Mlnll1rles
Tonight at 8:00 Crumbacher will be In
concerti Join everyone at 8:00 In the Wiid
Pilla for a"I exciting time.
Come 1o the Noon Bible Study for an Indepth study on Ephesians. Every Wednesday at noon In the SOC.
GOLDEN KEY HONOR SOCIElY: All me~
bers. rlf1W and old. Meeting tonight, 8:00,
in the s.0.L. Elecflon of officers and plans
for a grand upcoming semester will highlight the festivities. See you there.

Beautiful mobile homeforrentQuletadult
community on golf course 2bdrm 2 bath.
furn. or unfurnished. No party animals. Call
658-7542 or 678-7063 only 5 min from
campus.
UCF Area-2 bedroom townhouse. appllcatlons, washer & dryer. $400.00 m/o plus
deposit. Gold Star Realty of Fla .• Inc. Assoc. #877-3786.
Very nice 2bd. rm 1 1/2 bath duplex near
436 and Howell Branch. $212 mo plus 1/2
utll. can Grant 679-6608.

Wedding Gown, size 5, white, all lace.
petticoat. $350, 365-3333.

can

1001 Things You
Get Freel Rush $2.48
+ .15askforcompfetegulde. Money bock
guarantee. Pioneer of Orlando Box
677251-F Ori .. FL 32867
Needed: M/F to share 2 bedroom duplex.
$210/m. l/2utllltles. FlvemlnutesfromUCF.
Quiet area. Call Dana: 841-2025.

Mortin Manetta Data systems wants 1o hire
juniors. seniors. or grad students majoring
In computer science with Interests In either
business or scientific applications to work
full time this summer (May through August). Salary starts at $350 weekly; US citizens required. and for the business option
those with both ability and Interest to
program In COBOL are preferred .Some
positions also require programming skills In
-c·, Turbo Pascal. Assembler. TSO. and
relational data bases.
Interested students may futher Inform
themselves at the UCF Co-op Program,
suite 124. ADM Bid~.
Hostess. Bussers. dishwashers, kitchen
positions. Port/full time, days or nights.
Good pay, benefits. Attractive. energetic
applicants onlyl Apply In person Mon-Fri 24. Steak & Ale 601 W. Colonial. 841-1735.
Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to flt schedule. Coll 699-1636.
Finances Making ute Tough? Chlld Care
Experience? Good References?
Work with children while you save 1o finish
college. Live In South Florida earn excellent salary, room board, and other benefits. One year commitment/full-time.
Fomllles screened. We specialize In quality
at home chlld careforoppllcotlon call The
Nanny Network 305-332-5535

*

Credit Authorization
Clefk-Tralnee
To authorize charges by phone. Some file
maintenance via CRT. Typing ability required. Hours: 12: 15 pm thru 9: 15 pm. 5
days o week. every third Saturday off,
occaslonal SUnday work. Excellent benefits. Apply lOam thru 12 noon & 2pm thru
4pm. suite 111. St. Paul Bldg. Koger Executive Center, 1080Woodcock Rd.
Belk Undsey CJedlt
Cruise Ship Jobs Sl 0,345 to47 .819 Managers. Bartenders. Mechanics & More. Immediate openings! Call 1-518-459-3734
Ext Q3364B 24hrs

lease. Call 657-7057.

ROommate needed 3bdrm apt on Semoron In Winter Park. $140/mth. plus uttHtles.
Coll 678--6396.

ABORTION SERVICES. birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening. low cost. confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

TERM PAPERS - Typed, spell checked.
LASER printing. $2/page. 658-1163.
Reasonable and fast typing service coll
Nancy at 679-4006 rush jobs.
·
Typing-Fast and Accurate
Near UCF call Jeffrl-875-1770 or 2756152.

ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health core.
Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue, Orlando
Scholarships/Grants for college are available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800USA-l 22 l ext 0627.

ABORTION INFORMATION
Free -pregnancy tests, Individual advls'ement and counseling, limited financial
aid. confidentiality Is assured.

CENTER FOR PREGNANCY
648-2701
1116 Lucerne Terrace (near ORMC)
Attend Accredited Universities Free
Write: Box 677251-F Ori .• FL 32867
Stop cramming qnd learn the easy way
through HYPNOSIS. Complete memory
Improvement course. Special student
rates. Dr. Bill Hansen. 679-1011

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick professional service free revisions
UCF's oldest typing firm same doV and
weekend service VISA-MASTERCARD.
Over 18300 satisfied students and 4
grouches
671-3007
PROFESSIONAL lYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•

CONDOMS
Buy with discretion not embarrassment
ploln wrapper 24 for $5.98 mall: Tidwell
P.O. Box 590341 Oriando, FL 32859.
ATTENTION: Dynamite Salespeople. start
your own profitable business with a
$100.00 a month Investment. No product
to buy. stock or.sale. For a 24 hr. recorded
message call l-800-999-00SS ext. 3115.
Need Extra Cash.
College cost are high let me show you
how you could earn extra money In just a
couple hours o week. At home or In a
dorm. Send SASE to Michael
U.S. NAS
P.O. Box 1894
FPO NY09560
Tired of IMng paycheck to paycheck. Be
your own boss. Make 2,000 1o $10,000 o
month and you don't have to sell Coll
Chris collect 305-383-9196 Wed April 6 58pm

Traveling, over-25. scuba-diving, movie
watching man seeks LADY. BLUE SPRING?
Dinner In classy restaurant after the show.

"

LHOlO

Close 1o UCF & Winter Park schools! Perfect 3br 2ba on Cul De Sac with gorgeous
pool $89.900 Call 644-1234 Hiiiman & Assoc Realtors PM 65Hl365

Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised I Typed - 65H1J79

Happy Anniversary SWeetheartl
-Let's just take one day at a time'
I Love You

Professional Word Processing

Wanted roommate for furnished 4/2 on
Red BugRd,8mlnfromUCFcablewasher/
dryer,Pc/XT.stereo, twocargarage. $275
+ 1/2 uttlttles & $150 dep. can 366-0473
anytime.
5 Bdrm House Sml from UCF, share with
other college studen1s. Non-smokers,
laundry, pool. al utilities Included. $275/
month. Contact Mrs. Fryer at 647-2525 or
339-5104.

TYPING. Fast. special discount. New locotton. Call Berny 629-o545.

All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Is It true you can buy jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. Govemment? Get the facts today! Call l-312-742-1142 ext. 689

Do you want a quiet place to study which

Is close enough to UCF for a social life?
Look no further! I wlR share rrr( 2 bctm.
home for only $230/m and half utUltles, no

Top-Quality word processing: experienced. editing. reliable. 366-0538.

*

*

The IRS In Orlando wants to hire a UCF
sophomore or junior majoring In accounting to work fu8 time this summer doing
company audl1s. Salary starts at $6.35
hourly. 40 hours weekly, For U.S. citizens
with a minimum 3.0grade point average.
Interested students may apply at the UCF
Cooperative Education Office. Suite 124.
ADM Bldg.

Student Discount
Documer:its of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - lmmed. off 1-4

RtsUMts/TYPESETTING
Comp Nautilus needs counselors: for SOA
camp; sailing, sports fishing, skin and
scuba diving, etc. Spend your summer on
an Island In the Gulf 30 ml from Panama
Clf9. Wrlteforappllcatlon: Camp director.
~.o. Box 945 Port St. Joe, FL 32456.

Professional Losertypesettlng, many
types of documents. Fast turnaround.
Kfnko's Coples Across from UCF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.
Resumes-Designed & spell checked on
LASER printer. $10. Call 658-1163.

.,

Diane. Your Immaturity Is showing so, grow
up already. The piano Is goooolilRnnnnngl
Sewing machine tool
LAGNAF
To rrr( wonderful big brother: (Judy)
Thanks for everything. You've made rrr(
pledge period a very rewarding experience. I not only obtained a new relative.
I made a great friend. And. hey what a
nifty thing It Is that we're neighbors. It's
destiny I'm sure of It-After all we both
know Hellavaguyl
Your Ill bro Cindy

Strike Qut During Spring Break?

-,

..,

•
•

Then Try The Lonely • Section.
For more information on how to respond or place a Lonely• ad, then call Mike or Tracy at
The Central Florido Future business office. 275-2601.

r------~-----~~---------------------------~-------------~

MINI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FORM ·

CLASSIFICATION
D SERVICES
0 GREEK CORNER
D TYPISTS
DCLUBINFO
0 LOST & FOUND
OROOMMATES
0 CARPOOL
OFORRENT
OFOR.SALE
D TUTORS
0 HELP WANTED
0 PERSONALS
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY one letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.

1

To order classifieds multiply the total number of
lines by 't he appropriate rate. Send a check to
The Central Florida Future Classifieds, P.O.
Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 or stop by
the Central Florida Future Business office.
Prepayment is required. The deadline for
Tuesday's paper is 4:00 p.rn. Thursday, and the
deadline for Thursday's paper is 4:00 p.m.
Monday. If you have any questions or comments, please call Mike at 275-2601.

•

.
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Name and address:
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• Great Pay & Benefits
• ·word Processing • Secretaries - Clerks
• Data Entry - Warehouse - Telemarketing
• Work close to Home
·
• Call Now for Appointment

.TRC TEMPORARY SERVICES

iHC<<WViUC3t:znw;;;','i;1i ;',~j''!f,1;;:9,"il:'.lt1n:;1;L;;(tit!i'iiNf#tY;;'f.'.%@)
The Centra1 _Florida Future
...Needs writers who have that indefinable something that maka e Sports writ.er. If you've
beard the call of the press, end would like to cover the UCF Sports beat, stop by the Editorial
offices (i.e. tM white trailu nut to tM Healtla Center) of The CentraJ.Florida Future and ask for
Scott Wallin and an application.

I
HOT&FRESH
Your pizza from Domino's
Pizza is always hot and
fresh from the oven ·
because it's delivered - like
magic - in less than 30
minutes. We guarantee it!*
So call Domino's Pizza®
today.

•

The ExtravaganZZa® is
the ultimate combination
of 9 carefully selected
and portioned toppings
for the price of 5!
12" $11.12
16" $15.42
Or any combination of
12 delicious toppings:
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Green Olives, Black Olives,
Onions, Green Peppers,
Ground Beef, Ham,
Sausage, Hot Peppe~
Rings, Extra Cheese and
Extra Thick Crust.
12" $1.02/topping
16" $1.45/topping·

Redeem the discount
coupons on this ad and
save on your next purchase
from Domino's Pizza. Call
now before the offer
disappears!

MENU
Every pizza is made by
hand to your order with
only the finest ingredients
and pizza toppings.

U.C.F. students
withl.D.

Serving UnlJ1en1Ity of
Centn1I Florid•:

.Our cheese pizza:
12" $6.02
16" $8.17

SAVINGS

10%

896-3030
12213 University Blvd.

We use REDKIN
products
'lo

Hours:
11AM-1AM Sun.-Thurs.
11AM-2AM Fri. & Sat

CINEMA

Limited delivery areas.
Drivers carry less than $20.
©1988 Do~ino's Pizza, Inc.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS®
FREE.

. ~I

w& .
r.------:--------------.-.,
Coke® in 16 oz. nonreturnable bottles for $.65.
Prices do not include
applicable sales tax.

2Ch
Medium
eese
p•IZZSS
f $ 88 I
8
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Offer good thru 6/30/BB.
Our 12·: 8-slice medium
pizza serves 2-3 persons.

·

I am : .

I

·

Two 12" medium
cheese pizzas. Each
additional topping just
$1 .28 tor both pizzas.
(Tax not included.)

@

-

Our 16': 12-slice large
pizza serves 4-6 persons.

DISNEY'S THE FOX & THE
HOUND-G
at 2:10-4:00-6:00-8:00
GOOD MORNING
VIETNAM _ R

I
1
I

I

THESES.
WE DELIVER.

I
I

1·
I

You've survived months of labor pains. And
you've produced a beautiful, healthy thesis.
Now, breathe easy and let Kink.o's reproduce
your brain-child.with speed, efficiency and
plenty of TLC.

I
I

I
II
-creat copies. creat people.

I

12223 University Blvd.
(corner University & Alafaya Tr.)

Valid at-participating locations only. Not valid with any other otter. Prices
may vary. Customer pays applicable sales tax. L1m1ter1 delivery areas. Ou~r
drivers carry less than $20

---------------------

JOHNNY BE GOOD PG-13
at 2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05- 10:05
. .
POLICE ACADEMY 5 - PG

I

I
I
I

L

at 2: 15-5:00-7:30-10:00

I

Ir·--------------------,
$3 00
II
Offer good thru 6/30/88.

SHY PEOPLE-R

at 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00

1

------·-------------Order a· delicious 16"
large pizza with THREE
or more toppings and
get $3.00 OFFI

THE SEVENTH SIGN- R

at 2: 15-4: 15-6: 15-8: 15-10: 15

Valid at partlc1pahng locations only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices
may vary Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited delivery areas. Our.I
drivers carry less than $20

•

HOURS: Mon.-Sal 9 - 5 PM • Tues. - Fri. 9 - 8 PM

·certain restrictions apply. call store for details Return of at least one-half pizza for refund or replacement

11753

658-9518

127 W. Fairbanks
At Park Ave.
628-5255

-

j
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Where's the Best
Place to Hang

Your .Cap?

Register to vote·m tjle up~orriing elections.
Every.voice has the right to be heard.

.·rI ---------------SAVE 20%

(

.

.

~--~,

..

On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses at

W/20 EYECARE CENTER

i\V1iiiFil~~lllls

•

A COMPANY ON THE MOVE• .

Present this coupon and Student
I.D. when your order

is placed.

.
Eye Exams
on the premesis
by an independent
Optometrist.
Not Valid With Other Offers.
Expires 5122188

After graduation, trade in your c~p and gown for. a
great retail management career with the #1 off-pnce
retailer in the nation - Marshalls! to apply,
please send your resume to:

Marshalls. Inc.
John Perkins
Director of Human Resources
4166 Buford Highway
Atlanta, GA 30345
An equal opportunity employer

THE HAIRSTYLISTS

c"""'~

Pay for the service, not for the frill
Quality Family Hair Care at Affordable Prices .
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
12263 University Blvd.
{Next to UC-6 Cinema)
380-9103

HERNDON VILLAGE
5000 E. Colonial Dr.
{Next to Dream Quarters)
894-9250

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

..I HAIRCUTS
------~·-,:·········
SHAMPOO . I
I MEN'S .
I WOMEN'S

I SET OR
. I BLOWSTYLE

HILDREN'S $4.oo• COMPLETE

I
I
~4.oo I

~PRECISION
------··4••········
I ZOTOS

•cuT & STYLE
I BUDGEt .
I
l1ncludes shampoo,
· · I PERM
·
I
·=~~~~~e~lns.e&. J.6.501 ~:i~d:t&style ~14.95 1

li

----- ··········-PERMS OUR SPECIALTY

11

From coloring and highlighting to custom designs and
perms, our commitment to excellence guarantees you
the·finest techniques available .

• F,~'L~ ro• • • •-rzOToS'o~;'~• • •
II LIVELY ~ERM
Selftlmlng perm
I Includes shampoo,
I cut, set, or blow ~

•

dry style.

IFREEDOM PERM
:
IFrom flat to ,
lfabulou• lncludes~
I
shampoo, cut
.501
1 .50 I& style.
~ular $40il

27

••••• • •••••••••••
THE HAIRSTYLISTS

UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
12263 University Blvd.
(Next to UC-6 Cinema)
380-9103

HERNDON VILLAGE
' 5000 E. Colonial Dr.
{Next to Dream Quarters)
894·9250

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
HRS: M-F 8:30 A.M. - 7:30 P.M. ·
SAT. 8:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M., SUN. 12:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.
SUNDAY & HOLIDAY PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER

•·
•

..
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If you'~e
thinking about
trying
~cc
".-~

Donate Your
Organs First.
,.

,/r

,,j

_ _· ii! _ _

PONDEROSK

There's a family feeling at Ponderosa. ™

When you're fed up with studying, chow ·with salad bar, fresh-baked potato, soup,
down at Ponderosa. We'll feed you a big, veggies, dinner rolls, and even refills on soft
drinks at no extra charge. And you can finish
delicious meal for a great low price.
Try our seafood, chicken or c_harbroiled off your meal with a trip to the sundae bar.
So when you've had your fill of
steak dinners. Or our all-you-can-eat salad
schoolwork, fill up on some great food at
buffet and Hot Spot.®
Ponderosa.
At Ponderosa, our dinners come complete

·---------------·
·---------------·
IT. B
I
I DINNER SPECIAL
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-

I

0 n e Includes

Sf ea

k,

all-you-can-eat
Soup and Salad Buffet and
baked potato. Cannot be
used w~h any ot.her discounts. Tax not mduded.
Coupon good for any party

I
I
I
I
I

I DINNER SPECIAL

lcha~broiledlncludes

I
.I
I
I
I

Dt• flflef
I
I
II $4 99 PONDEROSA®II _!I
size at
participating
steakhouses.

R •b

·&
I eye .
Shrimp

$4 49

all-you-can-eat
Soup and Salad Buffet and
baked potato. Cannot be
used with any other discounts. Tax not induded.
Coupon good for any party
size at
participating

II
I
I
I
I

~~;ERoSA:®I

·---------------· ·-------·-------·
© 1988 Ponderosa Inc.

EXPRESS LUNCH SPECIAL
Another value from Ponderosa!

I

FREE

.

All-You-Can-Drink
SOFT DRINKS*
with our
'All-You-Can-Eat
SALAD BUFFET

$299
No coupon necessary. Monday - Friday at participat. ing steakhouses. ,.exclude§ juice, beer ti. wine

·-
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OWERS

Knights found their way to a
ten-game winning streak, ineluding
a
(DEEP
BREATH)road victo"J over
Fear not, for Jay Scott is state-rival South Florida, and
upon us. The senior right-han- a 23-16 (that's no typo) thrashder whose earned run average, ing of Colby.
I give up. You figure it out.
if not .his psyche, was roughed
Happiness and streaks ·
up a bit in his first outing
against Georgia on Feb. 19. aside, reality is thi~: until
Since then, Scott has won five Bergman can offer the full 13
straight and struck'· out a scholarships allotted a Diviteam-high 58 batters, includ- sion I program ( he has nine
ing 18 again.st Bradley in the now), it is unfair.to expect the
Spring Classic.
unreal.
. "We're doing our job with
This froni power-hitting
first baseman Vince Zawaski: the kind of resources we have,
"We had some big highs early and that's the way we should
and the lows are that we lost 11 be judged," he said. "When
games. We're going to do fine. we're able to offer 13 scholarWe just have to keep swinging ships then we'll be held more
accountable."
and not worry about it."
But for now, you just hope
He speaks the truth. While
the rest of you were Spring that the season winds down...
Breaking, Zawaski and the peacefully ... quietly.

FROM PAGE20

THE POWER
TO OVERCOME.
\ .
l

tr
u®

~
DR .S

SUMMER JOBS
Doormen
.Waitresses
Retail Sales Clerks ·
Black Jack Dealers
Day Serves
Deli Sandwich Maker
Drivers
Dishwashers

Join the "Good Tim.e Gang"
Apply Church Street Station Train
Car M-F 9-6
or

••

•

''No matter how

bad they are,
Grandrila loves
to hear the
latest jokes."

Yo11 miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggl~ before you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
outandtouchsorneone~

Join individuals and organizations
who are helping nearly one
million people with their tax
returns. The people being helped
are low-income, elderly,
handicapped or have difficulty
with English. The IRS will train
you. The program is called VITA
Volunteer Incom~ Tax Assistance.
Fo r details, call the nearest IRS
office listed in your local celephom
'directory .

If you 'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
· call us at 1800222-0300.

-ATs.T
The right choice.

..
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BASEBALL
FROM PAGE20
• reveal an injury-free season so
far for Scott.
"I have felt r.eal good this
• year and have not had any
problems," said Scott. "I have
had pretty good control over all
my pitches and am throwing

•

•

everything for strikes."
Scott was also used as a
starter and reliever last year.
This year Scott has primarily
started, which he prefers. ·
He spent his first two collegiate seasons at Chipola Junior College and was lured to
UCF because of Coach
Bergman. His roommate at
Chipola, UCF's second base-

man Paul Pedersen, was com- ,
ing to UCF and acquainted
Scott with the program.
A well-rounded athlete,
Scott was named All-County.
in football, · basketball -and
baseball during his tenure at
Chattahoochee High School.
He also played on the golf
team. Scott received All-State
accolades in baseball, while

r------------------------------,

. ------.·--K~~!!)!~'--~--.

leading his team to the state
finals his senior year.
"I have always been involved in athletics ever since I
was.a kid," said Scott. "I have
never really been out of it."
Scott, a business administration major, will finish up
his degree when his baseball
eligibility is complete. While
he has not set any individual

17

goals, Scott and the rest of the
team are looking toward 40
wins and a regional NCAA
tournament bid. Scott's durability, which stabilizes a ·diminishing pitching staff, may
help produce a bid.
"He has a lot of endurance
and is a competitor who does
not give up," said Bergman.
"He.is [very] valuable to us."

ff You're go111g
to dr:ilk
and drive_

&

F1rst Donate _

Your organS!
I' 12269 University Boulevard (across from U.C.F.)

~-~----------------------------~
Al03
Art and reason

/

When Mark and I decided to spend
the weekend at his mother's house,
I never imagined I would be walking
into a mouse's nightmare. There were
cats everywhere.
Cat plaques, cat statues; cat clocks,
even a cat mat. I couldn't begin to dupli,.
cate her collection of kitty litter ifI spent .... . ;.:.: .~:/:Ui~~}f~,
a year at a garage sale Conspicuously ::'l@J.Ut:'·
absent, however, was ~ real cat. Strange, i\~i,~i\itlf
I thought, and began to fear that a
-~r.'. rt,;;~~'. -?.
weekend with cat woman could be a _a(~\'.'.'~\i~~]\:;:i: ~i2~;:;
lot less than purr-feet.
~~ti£ ·
~:-2%:-cBut th_en she came home, an?
Ji~~ (~~~'$1
Mark mtroduced her. She was ' ··
dressed surprisingly well-no
leopard pants. In fact, you
could say she was the cat's meow,
but H.i rather not.
·
She offered me a cup of Dutch Chocolate Mint. Now that was something
I could relate to. Then she brought it
out in the most beautiful, distinctly
unfeline china Hi ever seen. As we
sipped, I found ,out that Mrs. Campbell
has my same weakness for chocolate,
loves the theater as much as I do, but,
incredibly, never saw "Cats." So Mark
and I are taking her next month.

How many times
have we thought
this about a loved
one who isn't per·
forming up to our
expectations?
But sometimes
inappropria~ be- ·
havior can be a
warning sign . of
something. serious. A inent.al illness.
.
Mental illness is
a :medical illnessnot a p~rsonal
weakness. And
learning to recognhe its warning
signs can be the
first step ·to heal. ing the sickness.
Learn more. For
an informative
booklet, write:
The American
· Mental Health

Fund
P.O. Box 17700
Washington, D.C.
Or call toll free:
1-800-433-5959

Qj
GENEAAL
FOODS

© 1988 Gen<0ral Foods Corp.
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Harbor East

TOMPKINS
DESIGNED
HOMES
•
•
•
•

FEATURES
· INCLUDE:

Wooded &Waterfront lots
Marble tub with whirlpool
Microwave oven
Ceramic tile floor in kitchen,
bath and foyer

• Cathedral Ceilings
• Real brick, wood and stone
exteriors
• Oversized two-car garage
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE

TOMPKINS DESIGNS
3343 lC.U. Blvd., Orlando

677-1397 .
OPEN DAILY 10 am to 6 pm

This Week in the SAC
.>.<-

~~~

~~~

crumbBcher

ftl~~

in concert

Tuesday April 5

~~~~
C'(-1

.s.s,('

..

@~

:t

Thursday
April 7
7&9pm

Saturday
April 9 '
1&3pm

Sunday

Monaay
April 11
7&9pm

.April 10
9Pm

GREGORY
HINES

8:00 p.m.
in the
Wild Pizza

Q·

~
@~

~;
·~

present

~~e

EDDIE MURPHY

131?..\""Jl'. .

".
•

.,
'
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BILLY
CRYSTAL

RUNNING
SCARED

c;;

~

l"'-
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THE HEArs BACK ON!
Q__

.,,_c..
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• O'LEARY MEMORIAL RUN
The fourth annual Dr.
O'Leary memorial run will
take place April 16 at 8 a. m. on
campus near the Recreational

Services Building. The 3.1mile run is in honor of O'Leary
who was UCF's first athletic
director. The run, which is
being sponsored by the Physical Education Department,
will cost $5 before April 15.
Fees on the day of the race will
be $7. Male and female age
groups begin at 10-years old
and there is a wheelchair division. Prizes will be awarded to

the overall top male and female and to the top two finishers in each age division . . For
more information call 2752050.
• MS BIKE TOUR OFFERED
The second annual Best
Dam Bike Tour in Florida will
be held by the National Multiple Sclerosis Society Central
Florida Chapter on April 23-

24.
· The tour is a two-day biking
adventure that will take participants from the east and
west coasts of Florida and
bring them together for a fantastic overnight get-together
at Mill Dam Lake in the Ocala
National Forest.
The Best Dam Bike Tour is
a fully catered 150-mile tour
designed for riders of all abili-

TENNIS

t

FROM PAGE 20

~

Imhoff was done With his punishment, but Perez
had to stand in the corner again for an hour and a half
during the next day's practice because he arrived late
prior to the Kalamazoo- match.
Afterward, PeFranco told Perez he ,h ad to play in
a challenge match to earn his_starting position back.
Perez didn't want to play in a challenge match, so
DeFranco told him to leave if he had that attitude.
So Perez did and is yet to return to the team. Nor
was he available for comment. -DeFranco said he will
allow Perez to return ifhe wants to.
Kalamazoo Coach George Acker said he agrees
with DeFranco's discipline technique. Acker coached

"Mike was not a saint when he
played. He's come around. These
guys are not going to get vaway
with what he got away with.·"
-George Acker
Kalamazoo tennis coach
against UCF four years ago when DeFranco was the
top ranked Division II player in the country. He was
also known for his swearing, cheating and wild costumes he would wear on the tennis courts.
"I'in sure Mike DeFranco hit it right on the head

19

ties.
Money raised by pledges the
cyclists obtain will support
research into the mysterious
cause of MS. Registration fee
for the tour is $15.
A compl~te brochure is
available ·at participating Olive Garden Restaurants.
For more information contact the MS society at 8963873.

when he said he is trying to keep these guys from
acting the way he did," Ac~er said. "Mike was not a
saint when he played. He's come around. These guys
are not going to get away with what he got away with.·
"We played down here four years ago when every
other word was a four letter word. I couldn't even
have my wife sit in the s~ds. It was mayhem here.
"There's always been talent here, but they've
never been able to get it out or develop it because of
the attitude problem. There was no team control out
there.
- "I think he's going to tum to the program around.
I have seen an immense improvement in their court
play and in their court demeanor. He's done a magnificent job. n
The Knights, 9-11, will travel to Deland Wednesday for a 2 p.m. match ·against Stetson.
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The American Express®Card can play a starring role
virtually anywhere you shop, from Tulsa to Thailand.
Whether you're buying a 1V or a T-shirt. So during college
and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.

..,

•

How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success. And because we believe
in your potential, we've made it easier to get the American
Express Card right now Whether you 're a freshman, senior
or grad student, look into our new automatic approval
offers. For details, pick up an application on campus. Or
call l-800-THE-CARD and ask for a student application.

The American Express Card.
Don't Leave School Without It~M
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GET THE FACTS
ABOUT
ADVERTISING
STRAIGHT FROM
THE PEOPLE
WHO DO IT FOR
A LIVING.
WITH YOUR
CHOICE OF
SEVEN
PROFESIONAL
WORKSHOPS.
PLUS INDUSTRY
TOURS, IF YOU
CHOOSE.
PANEL .
DISCUSIONS.
AND GUEST
SPEAKERS.
SEE YOUR
ADVERTISING
PROFESSOR FOR
MORE
INFORMATION.
AND SIGN UP
FOR SOME
LESONSYOU
WON'T FORGET.
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ADVERTISING
CARRERDAY.
A~lanta Georgia
April 8th & 9th, 1988
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-DeFranco suspends two
with 'terrible attitudes'
by Scott Broden
ASST. SPORTS EDffOR

First-year tennis Coach Mike DeFranco used a
new discipline technique on a couple ofplayers he felt
had attitude problems prior to the spring break.
Consequently, one of the players, Jose Perez, quit
the team while the other, Sean Imhoff, almost quit.
"Both of them displayed terrible attitudes, and
now they're paying for it," DeFranco said, who first
suspended them in the match against Kalama:ZOO,
the defending champions in Division III. "It was a
series ofincidents twer a couple of days. Both of them
have been adequately warned many times."
An hour before the match againstKalamazop, both
players had to stand in a different corner of the fenced
in tennis courts facing a post. Holding their rackets,
they had to maintain a service return position for one
hour.
.
"Sometimes you have to lay down a strict penalty
in order to get them to obey the law," said DeFranco.
"It's like H.G. Wells' classic, The Island of Dr.
Moreau."
Dr. Moreau is a book about a mad scientist who
experimented with and disciplined animals by sending them to a house of pain. The doctor made laws for
the animals, which killed the doctor at the end of the
Jose Perez (left) has quit the team, while coach Mike Defranco says he's just doing his job.
· book.
DeFranco added, "When you disobey the law, you
go to the house of pain. So before the match, the two at a post. I thought it was funny at first, but I hope I DeFranco, whose team lost to Kalamazoo, 7-2.
After the match, Imhoff climbed aboard his motorplayers stood in the comer like little Jack Horner." will never have to go through that."
The other players were surprised by the new disAfter Perez and Imhoff stood in a comer, the two cycle and said, "We'll never quit nor give up." He then
cipline. Alberico Menozzi said, "Mike kind of sur- had to run during the length of the match against kicked started his.bike and_ rode away.
prised me with that kind of punishment. I've never Kalamazoo, which lasted close to four hours.
SEE TENNIS PAGE 19
seen two guys standing in a comerfor an hour looking
"I'd say the two ran a minimum oflO miles," said

Optimistic ·Bergman happy with team's play
There sat Jay Bergman, the coach
any kid would surely covet, legs
crossed, looking.pensive. A nosy news
hound had just asked him to sort
through this season and all its little irregularities - all the things that don't'
quite figure - and render. a verdict
worthy of being pinned on his most
perplexing baseball bunch.
A thorough, complete answer is sure
to arrive any day now.
The schedule says the Knights ~ave
used up the first half of their season checkingoutwitha19-ll mark-and,
in review, loo~ed much too generous by
all accounts. The whole truth and nothing but is that they were only at least
five games better than what their record said.
But the glass is always half-full
when you talk to Bergman. Alw~ys
good for an instant smile and a lighthearted approach to the game,
Bergman is a believer. Yeah, he knows

the season's first halfhas been plagued
with hitters who won't.hit, a road record (1-5) in need ofrepair, and a stafface pitcher who may not see action
until next year.
·
Big hairy deal.
"We're pretty much on schedule, "he
said, the casual tone of his voice relaxing all listeners. "We've split with Florida and Georgia; we just need to get
confidence and jump up and get some
more wins."
A fine thought, but inconsistency both from the team and individual has been the defining image thus far,
probably snuffing out any hopes that

reach beyond the regular season.
The crummy climax came 1 7 days
ago on the final day of the Burger King/
Life of Virginia Spring Classic. The
Knights had taken a school-yard bully
approach in bulldozing their way
through the tournament's first four
days, but when rain washed a Friday
game against Bradley to Saturday,
nobody told UCF. The Braves won, 121, to take the title away from the
Knights.
"That was the lowest part of the .
season, personally," Bergman said,
"We played so well the first four games
~d then to play as disappointingly as
we did ori Saturday... the morafo and
enthusiasm just weren't there."
They were early on. Sophomore
thrower Brian Ahem, showing reckless disregard for the opposition, collected the team's first two victories of
the season. In the second, a 2-0 shutout
of Florida on Feb. 16, Ahem kept the

Gators guessing, in one stretch retiring
11 consecutive batters. Domination
hung with his every pitch.
"Ahem. had good stuff and kept his
composure, " was part of a Bergman
review back then. "I think it was the
best game he's pitched since he's been
here."
In truth, it m~y have been the start
of something special for Ahern, but we
will never know· for sure. Today, his
season is probably past tense, the result of a scuffle in a local night club last
month. Flying glass found its way into
the middle finger of his pitching hand,
requiring surgery. Just when the team
needs him the most, he decides to give
everybody the finger.
"Brian pitched good and had gotten
us out of (difficult situations), "
Bergman said. "Now we don't have him
to keep us close."
_SEE OWERS PAGE 16

-Scott providing needed spark-on ailing pitching staff .
by Chris Brady
. CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Every pitcher dreams
about a night like this. A
night when he has total
command of a:ll his
pitches and dominates
the opposing team. March
15 was such a nigl)t for
Scott
Jay Scott.
"Jay had the game of his career against Bradley," said his mentor, Jay Bergman. "It makes
you feel good to see hard-working guys like him
succeed."
The senior hurler haµdcuffed Bradley, 8-0,
that night, yielding the Braves to four hits while
striking· out a UCF-record 18 batters. He
walked on~y one batter as well in recording his
'.\ ·•

v

complete game shutout.
"I was surprised when they told me how
many strikeouts I had," said Scott. "I knew I had
a few, but no idea I had that many.
"It was· a weird night because it was so cold,
but I had good stuff and great control."
Scott has showed good stuff for the entire
season thus far, sporting a 5-1 record and a 3. 71
earned ·run· average. As a starter, Scott solidifies a pitching staff that has been riddled with
injuries.
"Our pitching staff is dwindling because of
injuries, especially the starters," said Scott. "So
I have to be r~ady to pitch every four games."
Scott had injury t>roblems of his own last
year, his first at UCF. The injuries caused Scott
to have an off year as he ended up with a 3-2
record despite a 6.8 ERA. This year's results
SEE BASEBALL PAGE 17

